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I appreciate the honor of being the first president of this
Society. As a precedent, I prefer to forego the conventional
presentation which has been characteristic of most societies in
the past, addresses that deal mostly with what has been accom-
plished in the past and what it is hoped will be accomplished in
the future, or which consist of philosophical remarks. Here-
after, some president or all presidents may have a scientific
article to present. Such articles, as presidential addresses,
should be welcomed. I happen not to have any investigative
study available for presentation at the present moment.
You all know the objectives of this Society; they have been
published in the JOURNAL. It seems rather trite to reiterate
them. However, I shall emphasize briefly some of the principal
aims. One of the main objectives is to coordinate and correlate
all the investigative work done anywhere in the world by any-
one, if it has any relation to the skin. That means that in a
sense we are unique in that our membership will consist, we hope,
not only of dermatologists but also of men and women in other
fields and specialties, including those who are not physicians but
who are doing investigative work. They are all welcome in
our roster and in our forum.
Another reason for this Society is that in the past it has been
difficult for those doing investigative work to find a medium
through which such work could be presented, discussed and
published. The programs of all our societies are overcrowded
and our journals are overloaded. Often it is more than a year
before a completed article is published. For these reasons, we
thought there was room and need for another dermatological
journal and society. We believe that this Society will not inter-
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fere in the least with the functions of any other society, or with
the success of any other journal. The objectives of this Society
and its official publication are different from those of any other
organization.
Those of you who have been practicing dermatology for thirty
years or more will realize that in the past three decades there
has been a tremendous change in all aspects of our specialty.
We were mostly externists in those days. Today dermatology
is closely related to the fundamental medical sciences. We are
embracing medicine more closely every year; and medicine is
embracing us more closely each year. Unless we have a society
and a journal in which we can correlate experimental derma-
tologic work now being done in many places, and published in
many highly specialized journals, and hold it in the dermatologic
field, there is the possibility that dermatology will cease to be a
comprehensive major specialty. You know what has happened
and is happening to syphilis in its relation to our specialty.
Worse things may happen to dermatology unless dermatologists
plan carefully for the future.
I am delighted to see the size of this morning's audience. It
is most gratifying to have the Society welcomed in this manner,
and I am confident that the Society will be a success. We are
beginning in a modest way. Our Journal is only a small bi-
monthly publication. In the future we hope it will be a monthly
publication. This first year we planned a one day meeting with
two scientific sessions. We hope, that within a few years, meet-
ings of two or three days will be required. Case reports and the
time-honored clinical type of article will have no place on our
programs-. The programs will consist of articles based on crea-
tive research, articles founded on carefully conducted laboratory,
clinical and literary research and an occasional survey or review
of investigative work in various fields in relation to dermatology.
The Program Committee, headed by Dr. Klauder, has formu-
lated an excellent program for this meeting. It is a program
that would have been unattractive to clinical dermatologists a
few years ago. The fact that such a large audience has gathered
to hear and discuss these scientific contributions speaks well for
the future of our specialty, our Society and our JOURNAL.
